Moonchild Sanelly
Support: Bad and Boujee

South African Queen of Gqom
“A global superstar waiting to happen.” - Damon Albarn

Moonchild Sanelly
Wherever Moonchild Sanelly goes, from big Coachella & SXSW to Primavera Sound or a small club in town she only spreads love makes music with Damon Albarn Africa Express, tours with Die Antwoord or collaborates with Diplo.
Her electrifying energy, infectious voice, killer hooks and unique self-designed style make her one of the most sought after acts in South Africa today. Her outspoken approach to female empowerment and sexual health make her one of the most poignant.

Beyoncé chose Moonchild Sanelly to score in the movie “The Lion King: The Gift” amongst Jay-Z Pharrell Williams, Kendrick Lamar, Childish Gambino & more.

Bad and Boujee
Being the first all black all female DJ collective in Austria, Bad and Boujee was founded by Viennese born and raised Elisabeth Mtasa & Enyonam Tetteh-Klu. Along with a team of two resident DJs, they throw parties that include every person, no matter their skin color, sex and sexuality.

FemFriday, presented by kulturen in bewegung and Weltmuseum Wien, is a concert series putting a spotlight on exceptional female* musicians to conquer the man-dominated music business and concert-stages.
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Meeting point: WMW Forum
Ticket: € 19 (reduced € 12)
Tickets are inclusive entry to the exhibitions
Tickets available at the Weltmuseum Wien online-shop

kulturen in bewegung/VIDC
Möllwaldplatz 5/3
1040 Wien
www.kultureninbewegung.org
+43 1 713 35 94 0
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